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Today’s Game – we start with a quick warm-up to get our
creative juices flowing. In pairs, play this game which is often
known as ‘the wrong word’. The idea is simple. Partner A starts
a story off with one sentence. Partner B then has to supply a
word that really does not fit in. Partner A has to try and work
that word into the next sentence. If things grind to a halt, then
start again. At half time, swap roles.  David and Pie will model
the game as usual.

(objective – growing a story using challenging ideas)
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Padlet –varying sentence openings - children have a
few minutes to complete one or more ‘post it notes’. The
challenge is to practise writing sentences using a variety of
common openers, building on last week’s work. They should
use their own characters from their stories.

Outside,… Outside the cave, the bitter wind swept snow

across the bleak landscape.

Inside,…. Inside, Pascoe busied herself making a small fire

and began to roast chestnuts and mushrooms.

‘…ed’ Terrified by what he saw, Pipkin stared at

Scarface.

Excited to see the gold, Pascoe took a step

forwards.

‘…ing’ Scurrying forwards, the goblins bundled the

children back into the mountainside.

Tucking himself into a shadow, his heart beating

wildly, Pipkin froze.

‘…ly’ Nervously, Pipkin unwrapped the one item that his

father had given him.

Cautiously, Pipkin crept back to the stable, badly

shaken by what he had seen.

‘Like’ simile Like a cobra’s bite, he struck.

Like a hedgehog, Prue curled up and slept.

‘As’ simile As hot as a jalapeno chilli, the berries sizzled on

Pipkin’s tongue.

As still as a toad, the goblin stared.

The Objective – to write sentences, varying the openings.
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Children’s Audio – Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on

what makes good writing and performance.

Jotcast activity –  keeping the story going – practising using
adverbials to introduce:
● a dramatic event happen;
● create a shift in time.

Dramatic events Change of time

At that moment,

Without warning,

Within a moment,

In a flash,

In the blink of an eye,

Within seconds,

In an instant,

Out of the blue,

Instantly,

By sunset,

By sunrise,

Later that day,

The following week,

By the evening,

The next day,

Hours later,

Seconds/ minutes later,

By the next morning,

Objective – learning simple ways to introduce drama or a shift
of time.

Gallery Challenge – using any medium, draw Podkin,
Pipkin or one of your characters. This drawing is of
Podkin and was a sketch by Kieron Larwood which he
posted on twitter. It is fine for children to use the image
as a basis and then add different details.
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Blogging Activity – writing the third part of a Podkin style
adventure. The story pattern for this part of the story is:

Podkin Adventure 1 – meeting our main character/s as they set off on their journey.
Podkin Adventure 2 – the journey continues but a threat appears
Podkin Adventure 3 – suspense builds – the threat gets closer - captured!
Podkin Adventure 4 – a magical ending.

Objective – learning to write an atmospheric setting and introducing suspense.

Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog
ensure that they have read it aloud a number of times. They
should read it slowly and clearly with expression. This could be
worked on in pairs or threes so that children can develop their
performance.

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes
on the internet. This is for your use in your classroom.  © Pie
Corbett 2021
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Chapter 3 – To the Fiery Hills

With a flourish, what had appeared to be a

shadow, stood tall. It was Scarface, one of the

Gorm leaders. His body was encased in steel

armour, his face mask fashioned from iron and

rabbit skulls hung from his belt. In his hand, he

clutched a black, serrated sword. The goblins

screeched a warning and within seconds the

streets were crammed with hundreds of goblins

of all shapes, sizes and colours.

When the fighting had cleared, there were

many bodies in the darkened alleyway and no sign

of Scarface. Cautiously, Pipkin crept back to the

stable, badly shaken by what he had seen. A

strange coldness had crept into his body and

clutched at his heart. He was sure that Scarface

had come for the little rabbits!

By sunrise, Pipkin, Pascoe and Prue had left

the Goblin Palace far behind and were heading

across a great plain towards the Fiery Hills. The

journey took almost all day and so it was that by

nightfall, they found themselves sheltering in a

cave on the hillside close to the largest peak

where smoke steamed. The mountain glowed in
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the darkness and made strange rumbling sounds

as if a giant was trapped inside its belly. Pascoe

was worried that they were too close but Pipkin

showed her the map and sure enough their route

took them over the hillside, right by the fiery

mountain itself.

Outside the cave, the bitter wind swept snow

across the bleak landscape. Inside, Pascoe busied

herself making a small fire and began to roast

chestnuts and mushrooms. Nervously, Pipkin

unwrapped the one item that his father had

given him before he disappeared. It was a small

elvish blade that had the name ‘Moonclaw’. It

glowed a strange green in the half-light of the

cave. Even Prue knew that that was a bad sign

for it meant that goblins were close by!

The walls of the cave seemed to creak and

bulge until there was a blinding flash of light and,

through a hole, cave goblins poured. Within

seconds, the little rabbits were trussed up in

sticky threads that must have come from a tame

mountain spider. Prue buried his head, Pascoe

glared at the goblins and Pipkin struggled to hide

his Moonclaw so that they would have at least

one weapon.
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Too late! A shadow squeezed into the cave and

even the goblins shrank back. Scarface sneered

at Pipkin. “Going somewhere?” he hissed through

his metallic mask. “Going nowhere, I think!” he

added, clicking his fingers. Scurrying forwards,

the goblins bundled the children back into the

mountainside and carried them deep into the

centre until they came to a massive cavern.

It was here that the Gorm waited in their

thousands, safe in their secret hiding place,

sharpening their weapons and preparing for war.

Terrified, Pipkin stared at Scarface. It looked as

if the army was waiting, waiting to attack the

one place that the rabbits thought that they

would be safe – the rocky caves of Splinter Holm!

© Pie Corbett 2021
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The Yarn of the Dawn, contd

Chapter 3

The moment of silence before each knock felt like
forever and when it finally came again Carlos
decided it might be best to hand themselves to the
Dawn. Conny took a deep breath and swung open
the door. Standing there was something that look
like it could once be a rabbit. It stood with an
eye-patch strapped to it’s
head. A sharp sword jutted
out of the sheaf. “You look
like you need some help.” he
said, a�er a couple of
minutes. The little rabbits
noticed he had a Port
Emerald accent, which
sounded quite like an
Australian one. His belt was
full of potions with different
coloured liquids inside
them.

The rabbits realised that
Fyn, the strange rabbit, was
travelling from Darkleaf to
Emerald City. He told them he would take them to
the out-skirts of the city. He thrust a map into
Carlos’s hand, “Here use this,” he squeaked, “it’s
magical; you’ll never miss a turn.” Fyn took them
through the centre of the empty cities and told
them why nobody was there. Aviwold was known
for their brilliant capital city called Flŷś. The state
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building was a tree wider than imaginable.
Elevators were strapped to the side and the
branches stretched up and made a spire.

The little rabbits were so tired, as they hadn’t even
sleep the last night so Fyn took them into a huge
tree house and gave them some food. They ate
beautiful jam with homemade toast. They ate the
meal in less then one minute and Catkin fell
asleep onto his dinner plate. It had been a long
day; that morning they thought they would be
caught by the Dawn.

Fyn woke up first and he wasn’t used to being
quiet. He woke the rabbits up with a loud sneeze.
This morning, Fyn hoped they would be able to
get out of Aviwold and reach the exit of Bluewater
Water Wood. Third quarter of the country was full
of tiny Sparrows the size of bees. They started
attacking the unwelcome visitors but the little
rabbits could get rid of them in one swipe. The
little birds dive bombed onto the head of the little
rabbits. This walk was along four miles and when
they finally reached the huge gates. Behind them
the beautiful haven set alight and all the fantastic
tree houses toppled to the ground. The Dawn
attack had begun; sadly, the picturesque country
had been destroyed. Fyn threw open the double
doors and sprinted into the forest, gesturing for
the rabbits to follow.

It was dark in there. Cobwebs hung from the bark
covered branches and the canopy curtained the
sky blocking all of the light. Inside the forest, it fell
silent; no birds tweeted; the wind did not whistle
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it’s song. Outside, the war scene exploded with
noise and the roar of a lion could not be heard
over the commotion. The forest was small.
However, it was claimed to be one of the most
dangerous in the land. Loudly, a river rushed
through the forest, storming with fish. “How about
this,” asked Fyn. Catkin nodded and leaped into
the river. A minute past, and another, another one
went. The head of Catkin popped up, a lemon
shark in his arms. He was laughing more than
anything. A�er their fish sandwich it happened…

The forest started burning!

Tom – Thrussington Primary School
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Escape from the Pilgrimers, contd

Chapter 3

As light burst
through the partly
shattered cave walls,
Pipkin woke, hiding his
eyes from the torch-like
sunbeams. Because they
hadn’t had any supper
last night, Pipkin was
craving food. However,
he was on a snow
covered mountaintop
and there was no food
except... he looked
behind him at the
swarming collection of
insects. Shuddering shivers were sent down the
spine of Pipkin. He might have to eat a horrifying
cockroach. When Pasco had woken up he told her
terrible news. She insisted they were not to.
However, she looked at baby Prue all weary and
hungry. “Fine,” she spat. She plunged her hand
into the infestation and picked out a helpless
creepy-crawly. She brutally snapped off its head
and munched on its exoskeleton. It tasted like dirt.
A burning sensation scorched her throat. She
could feel it travel through her digestive system.
“That is rancid!!” she screamed. She regurgitated it
minutes later and she advised it would be better to
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go without. Pipkin secretly belched just looking at
it. He agreed and they decided to wait until they
reached the foothills of the mountain to scavenge.
As the mountain was over 10,000 meters tall, they
couldn’t teleport to the bottom plus they had to
have a 10 minute cool down a�er teleportation
otherwise the stone would break. So they
teleported then walked for 10 minutes then
teleported then walked and so on.

This procedure took around 2 and a 1/2
hours less than it did to reach the top of the
mountain. Almost immediately, Prue spotted a
copse of fruit trees and bushes. So low in energy,
Pipkin couldn’t run, yet he walked as fast as he
could to the juicy raspberries, the scrumptious
pears and scarlet red apples. He grabbed handfuls
of tasty fruit and shoved them down his throat.
The sugar soothed his desire for food. Realising
they would need them for later, he saved some in
a mound of red, black and green. He made a water
sachet to store the fruits without them rotting and
a scabbard to hold the Ulti-sword. He collected the
rest of the food and carefully put it in the bag.
They now had food for at least 2 days. A�er Pipkin
told them where they were heading next, they
started to walk. This leg of the hike was
considerably smaller, However, once they reached
the woods he noticed the sheer amount of shrubs
would make it substantially harder to get through.
He had to use the blade as a machete to track
through the thorns and nettles wrestling for fertile
ground. Whenever Pipkin needed a break, he just
made water appear in front of him and took a
deep sip then thrust his hand deeply into the
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satchel, eating a couple of fruits to redeem his
energy.

1 hour later, Pipkin was carelessly slashing
through the grass when he sliced through a paper
ball. Small, yellow insects swarmed from its heart.
He had just cut through an executioner wasp nest.

Sunshine yellow wasps eyed Pipkin as they
flew menacingly, their wings buzzing, towards
him. As quietly as ballet dancers, they landed on
his fur, burrowing into his hair. Once they had
reached his skin, they pulled out their abdomen
and stung him repeatedly. The sting was
excruciatingly painful. It was like needles jabbing
you over and over again inflicting venom every
time. Pipkin screamed in agonising pain and Prue
was already crying. Pipkin reached for Pasco and
Prue’s hand and he teleported away. As seconds
went on, red marks slowly expanded.

They were now standing in the very heart of
Rip-run Forest. He was still itching as the insects’
venom flew through his veins and arteries. Pain
taking over him, he tumbled over. The pain kept
on radiating sharp pains. He poured water in all of
their stings and it felt already twice as better.
Midday had just passed and they were where they
had to be. They had roughly 6 hours to create a
camp. Pipkin requested Pasco and Prue to forage
for wood to create a fire. He offered to give them
the ulti-sword as it could cut through wood like
butter with the 3 cores together. His job was rather
gruelling. He had to make an A-frame that was at
lest 4 meters long. He ran around the clearing,
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grabbing any long sticks. He found an
exceptionally long log to use as the frame. Also, he
retrieved 4 sticks roughly the same size. The
stinging did not help at all nevertheless it was
slightly getting better. He pulled some vines of a
branch to secure the two frames together. The
frame was slightly wobbly. However, it would do.
By the time he had successfully covered the
frames and the gaps between with moss, ferns and
leaves, Pasco had returned with 2 armfuls of thick
logs. She dumped them on the floor and fell over
in tiredness.

Pipkin cautiously assembled a teepee of twigs
that he found in his spare time. Rather than trying
to light it with his fire striker, he would set it alight
with the sword. Because they couldn’t do the fire
outside due to the fact that it would give their
whereabouts straight to the Pilgrimers who were
now desperately on the hunt for him, he had to do
a safe check of all the precautions he took. To
make sure the den didn’t set alight, he placed large
rocks around the fireplace and coated the walls in
floating water. As there was so much time le� of
daylight, he decided to go fishing for salmon.

With some le�over vines and a bamboo, he
made a makeshi� fishing rod. They went as a
group because they were less vulnerable then. He
was currently in the very heart of the forest next
to the crossings of the Rip-run rivers and ponds.
Scanning around the banks, he found a
comfortable place to sit on a bed of moss. He
threw the vine into the water, hoping to catch
some supper. He hadn’t been fishing for ages; he
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forgot how boring it can get. Just as he was about
to give up, he felt a sudden pull on the vine. It was
strong and was putting up a great fight to be set
loose from the hook. Slipping off the bank, he
pulled as hard as he could. He could see some
silver scales from the depths of the water. He
heaved with help of Pasco and Prue and a salmon
the size of Pasco was dragged onto the dirt. Not
looking, he sliced the head off it and the flopping
stopped. When they got back, Pipkin gingerly
filleted the salmon, grimacing. As he was cutting,
he felt something rock solid. He cut around it and
saw it. A grey gemstone. The final core. He had
become the master of earth. Not wanting to bother
about it now, he le� it by the fire, hidden by the
leaves. He sharpened a stick and pierced the meat.
Twisting and turning the spit, he began to roast
the salmon.

Minutes later, the fish was golden brown;
nice and crispy. He squeezed some lemons that he
found on a tree to make the salmon zingy. That
night, they feasted on roast salmon and juicy
raspberries. A�er a long and punishing day, they
fell asleep, not knowing what would happen
tomorrow.

Andrew – Thrussington Primary School

© Pie Corbett 2022 – for your own use and use in your classroom.
Please do not duplicate for others, share online, etc.
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